
Looping & Random Numbers



Use a loop in a program to simplify the expression of 
repeated tasks.

 Identify appropriate situations in a program for using a 
loop.



Loop: a programming construct that repeats a group 
of commands.

Iteration: "loop" by another name - the repetition of a 
statement, process, or procedure.

For Loop - A particular kind of looping construct 
provided in many languages. Typically, a for loop 
defines a counting variable that is checked and 
incremented on each iteration in order to loop a 
specific number of times.

While Loop – Repeats if a condition is true



Consider these variables, which are numbers and which are strings?

numberRed = 100 numberBlue = 200 numberGreen = 300

wordRed = “Wagon” wordBlue = “Sky” wordGreen = “Grass”

For each of the following Boolean expressions, decide whether the statement is true, false, or illegal.

1. numberRed == numberBlue?

2. numberBlue > numberGreen?

3. numberGreen < numberRed?

4. numberBlue == wordBlue?

5. numberGreen == “Green”?

6. wordRed == “Red”?

7. wordBlue == “Blue”?

8. numberRed <= numberGreen?

9. numberBlue >= 200?

10. numberGreen >= numberRed + numberBlue?

11. numberGreen != 300

12. wordRed != “red”



 For Loop must have 
initialized control variable 

 For Loop must have a 
comparison to check to see 
if control variable is 
true/false

 For Loop must have a 
change to the control 
variable 

 Definite Loop – you know 
the number of times it will 
repeat

 We increment/decrement 
the control variable



 For Loop Syntax:

 How many times will this loop run?

 What will the output look like?

 Why would this loop not run?

 Why is this loop an infinite loop?



 Flow Chart and write code that prints the word ROCKSTAR 5 times



 1. Design the logic (flow chart an code) for a program that prints every number from 1 
through 10.

 2. Design the logic (flow chart and code) for a program that prints every even number 
from 2 through 30.



 What does this code draw? What does the flow chart look like?

 What does this code draw? What does the flow chart look like?



What is the output?

What is the control variable?

What is the control variables comparison?

How is the control variable being changed?



 While Loop must have initialized 
control variable OUTSIDE of the loop

 While Loop will only run if true

 While loop must have a change to 
the the control variable INSIDE the 
loop. Otherwise, it is an infinite LOOP 
(YIKES)

 Indefinite Loop – you do not know 
the number of times it will repeat

 We increment/decrement the control 
variable



 What will this code do?

 What is the control 
variable?

 What is the 
comparison?

 How is the control 
variable changing?





 Draw the flow chart and write the pseudo code for a program that accepts numbers 
from a user until they hit the X key on their keyboard. The program then calculates 
the sum and average and prints it out. 



 HOMEWORK: Reflection Sheet


